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Abstract 
The current identity system is being considered as a new cryptographic system with many advantages compared 

to other cryptosystems. A widely used and public-key identity system that allows a user to compute a public key 

from any string. This string, as an identifier representation and used to compute the public key, may contain 

information about the validity of the key to prevent a user from using a key for a long time or to allow another 

user to use the key. compute the public key from any string. This paper proposes encryption and decryption 

using an identity system based on Elliptic curves. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a public key code based on algebra structure of Elliptic Curve on 

limited field. The safety of ECC based Elliptic Curve Cryptography Algorythm Problem (ECDLP). Nowaday, 

with ECDLP till now there is still unable to find out sub-exponential algorithm to solve. 

Elliptic Curve has security equivalent ưith every traditional cipher system, while it is shorter than much 
more. For example: 3248 bit of RSA is equal with 256 ECC. So ECC use less system resource, consume less 

energy… With shorter length, ECC is now use in many fields. 

Elliptice Curve is a collection of sastify point for a math equation. Equation for a elliptic curve: 

y^2=x^3+ax+b                            (1) 

It’s like this: 

 
Figure 1: Performance graph of Elliptic Curve: y^2=x^3+ax+b 

 

The identity system is first showed by Shamir in 1984 [1], the main advantage of it is don’t need to 
authenticate public key, this key is derivated from ID, email or user’s identity card number. There are many 

digital signature scheme based on identity system [1] or [2], [3]. These documents recommend encode and 

decode using identity system based on Elliptic curve. 

 

II. MATH BASE 

2.1. Elliptic Curve on limited field 

2.1.1. Limited field Fq with q is a prime number 

Elliptic curve on    field (p is a prime number). p is a prime number(p>3),          with      

           in    field. 
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An elliptic curve E on     (is defined by a and b) is a collection of pair of values (x,y)            sastified with:                          

  

                       (2) 

With O is a special point called infinity point and can be perform as: 
           

The number of point of    (    (is        sastify Hasse theorem. 

The complex of building on Elliptic curve algorythm based on number of points on that curve. 

The degree of point: With P(x,y) belong to Elliptic curve. The degree of P(x,y) is a integer sastified:  

                                  (3) 

2.1.2. Elliptic curve on   
  

An elliptic curve          is defined by           (with        is a collection of P(x,y) with     
     sastify with:  

                         (4) 
With O is point at infinity. 

The number of point belong to           symbol is            sastify with Hasse: 

                                                   (5) 

Beside,          is an even number 

The collection of point on          create a group that sastify with these natures: 

                 (6) 

`                                        (7) 
                                           (8) 

 Then,         is a opposite point of       on         .              
 

III. RECOMMENDED SCHEMA 

3.1. Encoded and decoded schema 

3.1.1. Number generator 

   is a  cyclic plus group with degree is a prime number   and birth element is  .    is a cyclic multiply 

group has same degree  .   is a bijection:   

            

  is a secret key, sastify with condition   is a prime number.  

           

                 (9)

  
With:        và       

  
  

Select 1 random point on Elliptic curve 

               

       
                  (10) 

Select random number sastify with: 

     
   (to calculate   ) 

Mapping    to a point    , here we use hash function.  

      are hash functions used for security and defined as:                               
Declare system parameter is:  

                                 (11) 

3.1.2. Encode 

1.             

2. Calculate private key by getting        we have:        
3. Create a integer that sastify: 

    
  và tính    

4. Calculate   we have             
So:              ,    )  

Use code correspond with   we have: 

          
With:                
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3.1.3 Decode 

When receive code: 

                 ,    ) =         
Execute the following steps: 

1. Calculate  

                    from code component    and private key         (12) 

2. Calculate           
3. We change    and calculate   we have: 

                                
  

 

                                     (13)

   

3.2. Prove the exactness of recommend schema 

3.2.1. Prove that there is always a point p on the Elliptic curve 

Assume   is Elliptic curve       [4], with: 

                          (14)
   

  is a prime number:               và    is a small group of          . 
we use hash function: 

              

Use           and get coordinate     on Elliptic curve sastify: 

        
 

   
Adopt theorem Euler [4] we have:  

                
                 

 
      

     
 

                 (15) 

We have:                           ) 

Then calculate coordinate   of   point: 

              

Then we multiply with 1 constant we have: 

     
      

 
    

     
   

 
    

Because:  
           

           

So always have:  
                (16) 

While:  

               (17) 

  

3.2.2 Example  

Assume    is a Elliptic curve:          with: 
        

And:  

                         
       

                  (18) 

Call    is a cyclic plus group with degree is prime number   and birth element is  .    is a cyclic 

multiply group with same degree  .   is a bijective:   

                                          (19)
  

While                với           
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Choose:                  

                      

             

Encode with:      
                         

And:         
   

So:               

Calculate:  

                                          

             
But: 

         
So: 

                                         

             

Then:                     
Recommended schema prevent type of attack collective multi-component digital signature: 

 

A. Random Message Attacks [5] 

Recommended schema is said is unable to fake with any polymonial      and with any polymonial time 

algorythms of attacker   , success chance is a pitiful small function: 

    (20) 

(1) String         text           is randomly chosen in    

(2) Execute algorythm in schema to create signature       
. 

(3) Algorythm   with input is      , {   
,       

)} and output is            

(4) Execute attack success if:  

            ע                           
. 

 

B. Known Message Attacks [5] 

Recommended schema is said is unable to fake with KMA and with any polymonial time algorythms 

of attacker   , success chance is a pitiful small function: 

 

   (21) 

(1) String         text           is randomly choosen in    

(2) Execute algorythm in schema to create signature       
. 

(3) Algorythm   with input is      , {   
,       

)} and output            

(4) Execute attack success if: 

            ע                            
. 
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C. Adaptive Chosen Message Attacks [6] 

This is the strongest attack type, attackers can choose text to sign base on public key and digital 

signature before. We can perform this by access to Oracle function, symbol is            
Recommended schema is said is unable to fake with ACMA and with any time polymonial algorythms of 

attacker   , success chance is a pitiful small function: 

    (22) 

 

(1) String         text           is randomly choosen in    

(2) Execute algorythm in schema to create signature       
. 

(3) Algorythm   with input is       and can access to           with any text and have digital signature 

output           This query text area is called  . 

(4) Execute attack success if: 

          ע                           

Attack scrypt 1 

To attack delegate collective digital signature, attackers must find trapdoor of one-way function of 

Logarithm on Elliptic curve, it means find out secret key of members. 

When find out public key to find the secret key, attacker must handle Logarithm Elliptic curve and this is a hard 

math that can’t be handle in polymonial time. 

 

Attack scrypt 2 

Attacker fake value    in signature component, success chance is    , if   enough large, this probality 

is pitiful small. 

 

Attack scrypt 3 

Attacker fake digital signature by fake all values          và    
        

         but to do it 

need to find value    and to find this value, attacker must keep logarithm discrete on Elliptic curve and this is 

unsolved math. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

In this article, the author has showed encode and decode using identity system base on Elliptic curve. 

Base on safety level of ECC on logarit discrete until now still unable to solve by algorythm exponential function. 

So safety level and this document the author used simple math, easy to setup, high calculate speed. Prove by math 

that exactness of recommended have base. But this document only just mention 1 point on Elliptic curve, can be 

expand to 2 point on Elliptic curve. 
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